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ON THE ADJUNCTION SPACES OF FREE

L-SPACES AND MrSPACES

By

Takemi Mizokami

A class of free L-spaces is defined by Nagami [7]. This class contains all

Lasnev spaces and is contained in the classof Mi-spaces in the sense of Ceder [3],

In this paper, we consider the sum theorem of free L-spaces and the property of

being Mi-spaces and free L-spaces of the adjunction spaces. The main results are

as follows:

1. Let Z=X＼J Y be stratifiable,where X, Y are free L-spaces and X is a closed

set of Z with a uniformly approaching anti-cover in Z, Then Z is a free L-space.

2. The adjunction space X＼J/Y is a free L-space if X is an L-space in the sense

of Nagami [6] and F is a free L-space,

3. Let Z~X＼J Y be stratifiable,where X, Y are Mi-spaces and X is a closed set

with a uniformly approaching anti-cover in Z. Then Z is an Mi-space.

4. The adjunction space Z=X＼J/Y is an Mi-space if X is a free L-space and Y

is an Mi-space.

5. Every closed set of a free L-space has a closure-preserving open neighborhood

base.

6. The closed irreducible image of an Mi-space with dim=0 is also an Mi-space.

All spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff and mappings to be continuous and

onto unless the contrary is stated explicitly.N always denotes the positiveintegers.

As for undefined term, see Nagami [6] and [7],or [4].

A space X is called a monotonically normal space if the following (MN) is

satisfied:

(MN) To each pair (H, K) of separated subsets of X, one can assign an open

set U(H, K) in such a way that

(i) Ha U{H, K)cUChTK)czX-K and

(ii) if (//', K!) is a pair of separated sets having HcH' and K'czK, then

U{H, K)<zU(H', K').

Lemma 1 ([4, Lemma 3.11). Let X be a monotonically normal space, P a
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closed set of X and {Wa:a&A} an anti-closure-preservingfamily of open neighbor-

hoods of F. Thert there existsan anti-cover(U of F that each Wa is a semi-canonical

neighborhood of F with rested to 97.

Theorem 1. Let X, Y be a free L-spaces and Z―Xll Y be a stratifiablespace,

where X is a closed set which has a uniformly approaching anti-cover in Z. Then

Z is a.free L-shar.e.

Proof. Part 1: Let (3s {<*/*･:Fe £?})be a free L-structure of X. Let c＼;x=--

{VfiifieB} be a uniformly approaching anti-cover of X in Z. For each Fe£F, let

HJF^iUa: a AF] be assumed to be locally finitein X―F. Set

A{F) = {daAp＼ W(d)=F＼J(＼J{Un:asd}) is an open neighborhood of F in X}.

Then {W(8) :dzd(F)} is anti-closure-preserving in X. For each ^eZ-f, set

V(x) = U({x＼,FU(＼J{X-W(S):.x£W(S), <3eJ(F)})),

<=Vf=cVxU{V(x) :xeX-F},

where U is the monotonically normal operator assured by (MN). Then c＼;pis an

anti-cover of F in Z. We shall show that c＼;Fhas the following property:

(*) If Wi is a canonical neighborhood of F with respect to H.Jfin X, then there

exists a semi-canonical neighborhood Uz of F In Z with respect to c＼;Fsuch that

Fez Us n ic PTi, Ch n (X- P7i)=f

To see (*), choose 8gA(F) such that

Wi=w(d), ws<zWi.

Set

EA = f/(X~ PF2 F), U2 = U(W2> X- Wi).

Then U2 is an open neighborhood of F in Z such that

[/2nic^, i72n(x-TT,)=^.

Since q7z is uniformly approaching in Z,

Suppose

V(x)n(Z-Uz)^, xeX-F,

Note that if xeWs, then F(x)c[/2. Therefore x$Pf2. This implies V(x)czUi

Since UiC＼F=6, we have
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Part 2: Let UK, HJh'.HsJC}) be a free L-structure of Y. Write

X=C＼Gn, On+1<zGn, neN,

where each Gn is open in Z.

For each ieN and Hz Mi, set

Let JC=＼J7=iJCu where

11

each Ad is discrete in Y.

Hn=Hf)(Z-Gn),

Min = {Hn:HsMi), nsN.

Then each M%n is a discrete closed collectionof Z. Since Z is paracompact, there

exists a discrete open collection(-Vin= {V(Hn): Hn£Jdn} of Z such that

HncV(Hn＼ Hn£Min, neN.

Since Z is perfectly normal, there exists an anti-cover cVnn of //,in Z with respect

to which V(Hn) is a canonical neighborhood of Hn in Z. Choose canonical neigh-

borhoods V{Hn)i.and V(Hn)z of //, with respect to ci^Hn such that

Let cUn={UalazAii} be assumed to be locally finitein Y―H. Set

J(//)={^c^tf: W(d)=HU(＼J{Ua: a£d})is an open neighborhood of H in Y).

For each d$A{H), set

p^(5,≫)= (W(8) flF(//n)2)U (V(Hn＼ -VWn)i).

Then PF(5,n) is an open neighborhood of H'n~V(n)iC＼H. Morever, itis easily seer

that {W(8, ri);dzA{H)} is anti-closure-preserving in Z. Therefore by Lemma 1

there exists an anti-cover ^u^ of H'n in Z such that each W(o, n) is a semi-

cannonical neighborhood of Hn with respect to cVh^. Obseve that for each ded(H]

ViB^nWid, n)=W(8)nV(Hn)1

is an open neighborhood of //, in Z, and that

M'in= {H'n:Hn£Min＼

is a rinsprlriisr.rp.tp.rollp.r.finnof Z. Se.t

&' = &＼JiX}＼j(＼J{JCin:i,neN}

＼J(＼J{JC'tn:i,neN}).

Then cf is a a-discrte closed collection of Z. Set
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SP= (3", {<=Vf: Fg£F}U {<=Vx}U ＼c{?Hn:HnsMin,

i,neN} U {c^;: HneJ{in, i,hgN}).

We shall show that £P forms a free L-structure of Z. Suppose p£ W for an

arbitrary open set W of Z and an arbitrary point p of 2". Consider two cases.

The firstis the case peX. Since (£F,R/>: F £F})is a free L-structure of X, there

exist Fu ･-･,Ffc 2r and their canonical neighborhoods Vu ■■-,Vk such that

PGfSFjCZfSVjdWnX.

By (*) there exists for each ; a semi-canonical neighborhood ^ of Fj with respect

to c~VFjsuch that

Note that Z―(n5=i^j ―W) is an open neighborhood of X in Z Since cyx is

approaching to X in Z, there exists a canonical neighborhood Wo of X with respect

to ci?x such that

Thus we have

(＼Wj-W)=<l>

7 = 1

The second case is pzZ-X. Since (J{,{HJh '■11$.MX) is a free L-structure of Y,

there exist Hu ■■■,Hk£Mand their canonical neighborhoods W{di),･■-,W{8k) with

d^A(Hi), ■■■,8kQA(Hk)such that

per＼Hj<zr＼W(dj)czwr＼Y.

Choose neN such that p£Z-~Gn. Then we have

k

≪nrV//)/,

c
A

W(8Jtn) fl
A

K((ty)≫)ic W.

As is shown in the above, each W(dj, n) and each V((Hj)n)iare semi-canonical and

canonical with respect to cVaip'n and ^Vatp^ respectively. Therefore by the result

of [4],Z is a free L-space.

Let / be a mapping of a closed set of a space X into a space Y. The adjunc-

tion space Z of X, Y is denoted as Z=X＼JfY. In the sequel, the mapping / in

Z=X＼J/Y is assumed to be one of a closed set // into F, and p: XV Y->Z denotes
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the quotient mapping. As the Ito's example in [4] shows, the adjunction space of

free L-spaces need not be a free L-space. Miwa in [5] showed that the adjunction

space of X and Y is a free L-space if X is a metric space and Y is a free L-space.

The following corollary and the next theorem refine the result.

Corolloary 1. Let X, Y be free L-spaces and H a closedsetof X having a

uniformlyapproaching anti-coverin X. Then Z―X＼Jj-Yis a free L-space.

Proof. As is well known, Z is a stratifiablespace. Set

Z=X'UY', X'=p(Y), Y' = Z-p(Y).

Then it is easily seen that iXf, Y'＼satisfiesthe condition of the above theorem.

Corollary 2. X=＼J%=lXn be a stratifiablespace, where each Xn is a closed

free L-space, and has a uniformly approaching anti-coverin X. Then X is a free

Tj-sbnce.

Corollary 3. Let X=＼J{Xa:asA} be a stratifiablespace, where {Xa:a£A) is

locallyfinitein X and each Xa is a closed free L-space and has a uniformly ap-

proaching anti-coverin X. Then X is a free L-space.

Theorem 2. Let A' be an L-space and Y a free L-space. Then Z―X{jjY is

a free L-sbace.

Proof. Set

X'=p{Y), Y>=Z-p{Y).

Then Z=X'＼J Yr and X', Y' are free L-spaces. Obviously Zis stratifiableand X'

is a closed set of Z. We shall modify the part 1 of the proof of Theorem 1. Let

(£F,Wf-.FgEF}) be a free L-structure of X' and let <Uf, A(F) and W(o) be the same

as in the part 1 with X replaced by X'. By the same way we define V(x) for

each xeX'―F,Fe3?. Since Z is hereditarily normal, there exists an open set UF

of Z(F)=Z―F (and hence of Z) such that

X'-FcUFa Clz(F)(UF)c:{_){V(x):x£X'-F],

where Cl z(f-)(Uf)denotes the closure in the subspace Z(F). Since X is an L-space.

Px＼F) has an approaching anti-cover ^V(pgKF)) in X, wherepx―P＼X is the restric-

tion of the quotient mapping. Set

<Vf={V(x) : xzX'-F＼＼JP(ty{Pi＼F))) |{{Z-C＼zm{UF)＼

Then obviously cvF is an anti-cover of F in Z. We shall show that ^Vf has the
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property (*) stated there. Let Wx be a cannonical neighborhood of F with respect

to HJf in X'. Take <3 J(F) and open sets £/,,£/2of Z such that

Wa=W(c0,JFac:fFi,

Ul = f/(X'- PF2)F), U2 = U(Wa, X' - W＼).

Then we have

S(Z-1/2) (FU): a? X'-F})cUu UinF=$.

Since ^ViPiXF)) is approaching to p'x＼F)in X, there exists an open neighborhood

V of />i!(^)in X such that

?KX-p?(u3＼ cv(p?(F)))n v=$.

Set

N=P(V){JUF.

Then A/"is an open neighborhood of F in Z such that

iVn.S(Z-C72,/<cv(^(F))|(Z-CU(F)(W)) = ^

which implies that U% is semi-canonical with respect to ^Vf. Since H has an ap-

proaching anti-cover in X, X' has an approaching anti-cover c＼?x>in Z. If we

observe that in the part 2 of the proof of Theorem 1 we use merely the fact that

C-Vx is approaching, then the proof is obviously completed.

Theorem 3. Let Z=X＼J Y be a stralifiablespace, where X, Y are Mi-spaces

and X is a closed set which has a uniformly approaching anti-coverin Z. Then Z

is an Mi-space.

Proof. Let HJ = ＼J'j=1cUjbe a base for X, where each cUj = {Ua: azAj} is closure-

preserving in X. Write

Ua = ＼JFaJ,

where each Faj is closed in X. Set

U'a= Ou(Faj,X-Ua).

Then U'a satisfiesthe following conditions:

(i) U'ais an open set of Z such that

U'ar＼X=Ua, aeAj, jeK

(ii) For an arbitrary subset B of AjJeN, if peX and p$＼J{Ua: as B], then
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(i) is obvious. To see (ii),suppose p$＼J{Ua: ≪eB). Set

Then N(p) is an open neighborhood of p in Z such that

N{p)nU'a^<j) for every aeB.

We shall construct collectionsHJa ―iUapi fieBa},azAj, jeN, satisfying the following:

(1) Each Uaj)is an open set of Z such that

Uap0X=Ua and UaP<zUfa for every /3e£a.

(2) W{CU≪:≪ /ly}is closure-preserving in Z for every ieiV.

(3) If Uis an open set of Z such that Uf]X=Ua for acA,-,; iV, then Ua^cU

for some ;3ei?a.

Since Z is hereditarily paracompact, the uniformly approaching anti-cover c＼P=

{Vx :lzA) of X can be assumed to be locally finitein Z―X. For each as A, jgN,

set

Ba = {^czA:Ual,= Ua＼j{＼J{Vi:^^) is an open neighborhood of Ua in Z

such that J7aj9cC/i;},£I/(,= {C7ap:i8e5a}.

Then (1) and (3) follow easily. (2) follows from (ii) and from the fact that HJj

is closure-preserving in X It is obvious from (3) that ＼JHJa '･aeAj, jqN} forms

a local base of each point of X in Z. Since X is a closed set of a stratifiablespace

Z and Y is an Mi-space, there exists a (7-closure-preservingopen collection <B of

Z such that <B forms a local base of each point of Z―X in Z. Set

cW^＼J{cUa:a£Ajj£N＼[j ^.

Then CW is a (/-closure-preservingbase of Z.

We define the property (P) as follows:

(P) Suppose that we are given a closure-preserving open collectioncU = {Ua: aeA＼

of a closed set F of a space X. Then for each ≪ A there exists an open collection

cUa = {Ua?:^Ba} of X satisfying the following:

(1) UapOF=Ua for each /3e£tt,a A.

(2) 'U^URfa: ≪ ^}-{f/a,3:/3 ^a,≪ ^}

is closure-preserving in X.

(3) If F is an open set of X such that Vf]F=Ua for aeA, then there exists

/3 5ff such that UaBaV.

Lemma 2. Every closed set F of a free L-space X has the property (P).
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Proof. First we consider the case of dim X=Q. Suppose that we are given

a closure-preserving open collectionciI^={Ua:a£A} of a closed set F of a free L-

space X with dim X~ 0. Write

F=r＼Hn, Hn+i(zHn, neN, H, = X,
n=1

where each Hn is closed and open in X. Since X is an Mi-space, there exists a

base J = nr=iSt for X, where each £Btis closure-preserving in X. For each izN

and Be&i, set Bi = Bnffu Let {£i:-* /"} be the totality of subcollections of jR.

For each l^F set

For each ≪eA, set

B'a={l£F: V, is an open set of X such that Vxf)F=Ua}.

For each ≪ /l, we expand Ua to an open set U'a of X by the same method as in

the proof of Theorem 3. Thus each Ui satisfies(i) and (ii)stated there. Set

B^ipeB'.iVfiCzmi

Obviously each L{Ja satisfies(1). To see (2), let Bo be an arbitrary subset of

U {{a}X Ba : aeA} and suppose

Write

M＼J{Ua~p:(a,p)eB0}.

5o = U{{≪}xa°:≪£^o}.

If p F, then p$＼J{Ua: aeA0}, because HJ is closure-preserving in F. Therefore by

the property (ii)of U'a,p$＼J{Uf≪:aA0}. This implies

If psX―F, then there exists keN with psHk ―Hk+i. Write

U,P=＼J{Vpi: i N}, feBl, aeA0,

Vm=＼J{Bt: BeSpn&t}, ^B°a,a£A0.

Since X―Fh+i is an open neighborhood of p such that

(X-HnOf! Vm=fan^k + l,XeA,

/4＼J{Vpn:n^k +
e

{

l:a£ o}}.
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Therefore if we assume
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then

This implies for some m^kk

PsTjW^TIsU{b!7^aJ}.

Since <£m is closure-presering in X,peB for "some BeSfiC＼<Bm, fi£＼J{B%:a A0},

Since peHm and Hm is open, it follows that

peWnHm^B^c: V^.

Hence p$Uai for (cr,/3)eJ?0,a contradiction. Thus (2) is satisfied. To see (3), let

V be an arbitrary open set of X such that VC＼F= Ua. For each pG U≪, there exist

n(p)eN and Bpe<Bn<.p) such that

peBpCVnUl.

Obviously ^(5p),lWcK If we put

Si>= {Bp:p£Ua},

then Ua?c V.

Next, we consider the general case. Let X be a free L-space. Then by [7.

Theorem 2.10] there exists a perfect mapping / of a free L-space Z with dim Z^C

onto X By [2, Lemma 3.2 (a)] we can assume that / is irreducible. Suppose

that we are given a closure-preserving open collection CU = {Ua: aeA} of a closed

set F of X In the preceding manner, we construct for each aeA an open collec-

tion {(J-(Ua))P:peBfa} of Z satisfying the following:

(1)' (f-＼Ua))e<＼f-＼F)=f-＼U.),faB'naeA.

(2)' {(f-＼U≪))t:pe＼J{B'a:asA} is closure-preserving in Z-f~＼F).

(3)' If V is an open set of Z such that Vr＼f~＼F)=f-＼Ua＼ then (J-＼Ua))≫ci V

for some /3eZC

For each as A, ^B'a, put

U.fi= X-XZ-(f-KUm))p).

We expand each Ua to an open set U'a of X by the same method as in the proof

of Theorem 3. Construct

Va = {UaB;BeBJ,aeA,
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Ba = {peB'a:Uaii(zU'a}.

(1) follows easily from (1)'. To see (2),let Bo be an arbitrary subset of ＼J{{a}x

Ba:aeA} and suppose

p$＼J{U7P:(.a,p)B0}.

Write

B0 = ＼J{{a}xBy.acA0}.

If peF, then p$＼J{Ui: ccgAo} by the property (ii) of U'a. Consequently we have

p^＼J{Ua?:＼a,^)£B9}.Let psX-F and assume p£＼J{Ua?:(a, p)eB~o＼.Then we have

f＼p)aZ-t＼F),

f-＼P)<＼＼J{{f-＼Um))>:(a, P)eBo)*t.

By (2)',there exist /3ei?°,aeAQ such that

/-'(^)n(/-W.))rf

Since / is irreducible,p£Ua^ follows from the argument of [2, Lemma 3.3]. There-

fore (2) is proved. (3) follows easily from (3)'. This completes the proof.

So far as I know, it is not known whether each closed set of an Mi-space

admits a a-closure-preserving open neighborhood base. It is also an open question

whether X＼A is an Mi-space for each closed set A of an Mi-space. But as far as

we are concerned with the class of free L-spaces, these hold positively.

Corollary 1. Every closed set of a free L-space has a closure-preserving

open neighborhood base.

Corollary 2. X＼A is an Mr space for each closed set A of a free L-space X.

Corollary 3. Let f be a closed irreducible mapping of a free L-space X onto

Y. Then Y is an Mi-space.

Proof. The closed image of a paracompact a-space is also paracompact a. It

is similarly shown to [2, Lemma 3.2] that every closed set of Y has a closure-

preserving open neighborhood base.

Note that we use only the fact that X is an Mi-space in the proof of the case

of dim X=0 of Lemma 2. Thus we have the following:

Corollary 3'

dimX<0 onto Y.

Let f be a closedirreduciblemapping of an Mi-space X with

Then Y is an Mi-space.
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It is unknown whether the adjunction space of Mi-spaces is Mx. From the

result of Boraes [11,it is known that the adjunction space is at least stratifiable.

Theorem 4. Lei X be a free L-space and Y an Mi-space. Then Z―X＼JfY

is an Mt-sbace.

Proof. Let cU=＼J7=icUj be a base for p(Y), where each cUJ={Ua:aeAj} is

closure-preserving in p( Y). By the same method of the proof of Theorem 3, we

expand each Ua to an open set U'a of Z. By the same method as in the proof of

Lemma 2, we can show that there exists for each aeA}- an open collection<£/,=

{UapipeBa} of X satisfying the following:

(1) Ua? flH=piK Utt),UaliczPiK U'a)for each /3 Ba, a eAj.

(2) ＼J{HJa'atAj} is closure-preserving in X―H.

(3) If U is an open set of X such that UnH=px＼Ua) for aeAy, then Ua?cU

for some /3eZ?a.

Set

cvB = {Va?=Ua＼Jp(Uat): feBa},aeAh

cVj^JicVaiaeAj},

Then c＼pis a c-closure-preserving open collectionof Z, which forms a local base

of each point of p{ Y) in Z. Since Z is perfectly normal and X is an Mi-space,

there exists a c-closure-preserving open collection'W of Z, which forms a local

base of each point of Z―p(Y) in Z. Then CVWW is a a-closure-preserving base

for Z. This comoletes the oroof.

Corollary 1. Let X be the perfect irreducible image of an Mx-space with

dim X<0 and Y an Mi-st>ace. Then Xl) tY is an Mi-space.
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